Where a Gator goes is your business

How you choose to use a John Deere Gator utility vehicle is entirely up to you.

For some, a Gator is meant to roam on the delicate turf of a golf course. Others view it as the ultimate caravan park vehicle. And there are those who believe it belongs in the muck and mud of a construction site.

Where a Gator utility vehicle can go is practically anywhere. Thanks to high flotation tyres, both the Gator 6x4 and 4x2 are equally at home in off-road and on-turf settings. With lower-than-low ground pressure, the Gators can get out of muddy situations. This also means they'll barely bend blades of grass.

Both Gators feature a low centre of gravity for better stability, plus hefty payload and towing capacities. Wet disc brakes and rack-and-pinion steering contribute to their smooth and low-effort operation.

For more on the most versatile utility vehicle made today, see your local John Deere dealer.

NOTHING RUNS LIKE A DEERE
Self-cultivation

Self-cultivation (n. the effect of small polypropylene mesh pieces as they flex within a free-draining rootzone material to create and maintain voids and to resist soil compaction. The mechanism takes place as the surface is compressed during play, maintenance or by other activities.

Maintaining health and minimising damage

You will not find the term self-cultivation in any dictionaries at the moment, but you will find evidence of its effect on tees, greens and paths. There will be deeper root penetration, higher infiltration, greater divot resistance and faster recovery rates due to the stability and root anchoring provided by the elements.

Telephone Emma Burns on 0800 585012 if you would like more information about Netlon Advanced Turf or return the coupon.

Netlon Advanced Turf Systems, Netlon Limited, Kelly Street, Blackburn, England BB2 4PJ
Telephone: +44 (0)254 262431
Fax: +44 (0)254 694302

How to play golf in two countries at the same time

When you pay your green fee at Tornio Harparanda Green Zone Golf you get more than a scorecard - you get a borderline passport. The 6180m par 72 course straddles the borders of Finland and Sweden, so when you register at the club's reception you get a scorecard that is also a licence to cross the border. On the back of it, where you'd normally find local rules, there are the duty-free allowances for cigarettes, alcohol and foodstuffs.

The clubhouse, driving range and first two holes are in Finland. From the third tee you hit the ball into Sweden. On the 6th you come back into Finland. The second nine starts with a drive back into Sweden and you play most of this half in that country before driving back into Finland on the 18th.

Green Swedes

The Swedish Golf Federation has produced an environmental programme. As far as maintenance routines are concerned, it says: ● the use of fertilisers and pesticides shall be judged by the need; ● to check the extent of purification and to register possible leaches of nutrients or pesticides, earth and water tests shall be carried out at regular intervals. As regards the water tests, they shall be carried out at the influx and at the outflux; ● in those areas where grass clippings cannot be left, the clippings shall be composted in places especially established for that purpose; ● roughs are maintained according to a prearranged plan and with consideration to the natural flora (selection of equipment for mowing and the date of mowing); ● if there are ancient monuments within the area, these shall be maintained in accordance with received instructions; ● areas not in play shall be maintained in accordance with a written plan, aiming at biodiversity according to each local circumstance; ● the use of pesticides shall be minimised.

Bound for Algarve

Peter Wisbey has a new job and a flashy new title. He has been appointed technical director of Planal SA's Quinta do Lago courses in the Algarve. Peter, 47, has been working in Portugal for the past seven years, moving there to supervise the finishing works and growing in of the San Lorenzo course. For the following four years he was responsible for both San Lorenzo and the Penina courses in his capacity as regional golf superintendent for Trusthouse Forte.

Having seen San Lorenzo rise into Golf World's top ten of European courses, Peter moved to the nearby Pinheiros Altos course.

After nearly three years moving the course through final finishing and grown-in towards maturity, the lure of the neighbouring Quinta do lago complex with its 36-hole championship layout, seven times the venue for the Portuguese Open, proved irresistible. Peter will still, however, manage Pinheiros Altos on a consultancy basis.

Since 1987 Peter's expertise in the management of warm-season grasses has become acknowledged throughout Portugal and he has been involved on a consultancy basis with a number of projects, the most recent of which are Salgados, an 18-hole links course in the Algarve, and Quinta da Peru, a new William Roquemore designed course near Lisbon.

UK arm of US body

The English members of the American Sod Producers Association have set up a turf growers association in the UK: Turf Producers International - UK. Chairman Derek Edwards of the Inturf Group said: "We have for some years recognised the need for a proper organisation to represent our industry and once we managed to get everyone around a table, prompted by earlier ASPA meetings and talks about turf accreditation schemes with NIAB and STRI, everything seemed to fall into place very nicely."

The aims of the 20 founder members are to improve standards of cultivated turf production and distribution, to tackle environmental issues, and to promote a product that is helping to make our environment a whole lot "greener". Tel: 0759 305117.

San Francisco date

The Golf Course Superintendents Association of America's 66th International Golf Course Conference and Show is scheduled for February 20-27, 1995 in San Francisco.
There are far better ways to control worm casts and leatherjackets

Castaway Plus controls turf pests - easily and economically.
A single application of Castaway Plus will control both earthworms and leatherjackets.
Castaway Plus can be applied on all turf areas, ideally at or before the first sign of pest problems.
Available in a 5 litre pack or CDA bottle, Castaway Plus is a unique liquid formulation that is simple to use.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL OUR HELPLINE ON 0277 301114

APP NO. 910 655
CASTAWAY PLUS CONTAINS THIOPHANATE METHYL & LINDANE: READ THE LABEL BEFORE YOU BUY! USE PESTICIDES SAFELY

Rhône-Poulenc Environmental Products, Fyfield Road, Ongar, Essex CM5 0HW Tel: 0277 301301 Fax 0277 301119
The masterful T93 gives a superb cut with complete reliability and ease of operation. Three supreme quality cylinder heads with simple, precision height of cut adjustment, mow down to $\frac{3}{4}$" (2.4mm) across a width of $61\frac{1}{2}$" (156cm).
This is Pannal Golf Club. This is where the Hayter Challenge will be decided. After battling their way through section and region qualifying rounds, this is where 63 greenkeepers will fight for the honour of being the Hayter champion.

Great players have won on this 97-year-old course. Legendary players have won here too. Nick Faldo won the British Youths Amateur Championship here in 1975 with a 10-under-par total of 278. Lee Trevino triumphed here in an exhibition match three years earlier. He wise-cracked his way to a 66 and on one hole he was overheard saying: "I'm playing in Paris, France, and then in Birmingham but I'm not sure which country that's in."

There's no doubting where Pannal is, there's a great big arrow pointing to the course from the A61 Leeds to Harrogate road.

The 6659-yard par 72 moorland course was designed by Alex Herd in 1906 and opened for play a year later. Since then it has been updated and altered by various leading architects, including James Braid and the Hawtrees. In its early days the course was fields and heathland with stone walls providing obstacles and very few bushes and trees. Now there are trees and shrubs everywhere adding interest and colour to the North Yorkshire course.

The thing most golfers like about this members' club is the panoramic views. From parts of the back nine you can see York Minster, the white horse at Kilburn and the magnificent railway viaduct that stretches across the valley.

It's the sort of course you can easily fall in love with. In the clubhouse they tell the story of head greenkeeper Alan Gamble's encounter with an American. Alan, who retired this summer after 17 years service with the club, spotted the American playing off the white tees, went over and told him he couldn't do that. The American replied with words to the effect: "I've paid my money I can play where I want."

"No, you can't," said Alan and referred him to the secretary.

Next day the American was back again. Taken aback, Alan went up to him and said: "I'm surprised to see you again." "I'm leaving for the States tomorrow and had to play this course one more time before I went back. I love it. If I could wrap it up and take it home with me, I would."

Many of the Hayter Challenge finalists will probably want to take it home as well - and transplant it on their sites. Alan kept it to a very high standard and new head greenkeeper Kevin Wroe, 35, seems to be following suit.
What do greenkeepers do when they finally get away from their courses? Visit other people's courses. Here are three different views of different courses in different countries.

ZIMBABWE
Retired head greenkeeper Sam Sylvester, chairman of the East Anglian section, went to Zimbabwe for an African golf safari. He was met at Harare by a friend whom he had last seen at the '93 Open. That afternoon he played at Royal Harare GC, which he describes as "a lovely parkland course in excellent condition."

"I believe they have 60 greens! The greens are extremely difficult as there is a very strong nap to contend with as well as the usual borrows. The cards are measured in metres, but I eventually found out that because of the height above sea level, where the ball flies further, to count the metres as yards.

"The cost of the green fee was about £3.80. Due to a relaxation of currency control, Royal Harare has now got a Toro greens machine. Needless to say, spares are a big problem. Another of the problems is that the kikuyu grass, which makes up most of the course, tends to creep onto the greens. To prevent this the green surrounds and apron have been planted with another grass to prevent the approach shot plugging. Not a success as the grass was much too fluffy and the ball nestled right down.

"The following afternoon we played at Wingate Park GC which is a bit out of town. This is a tree-lined course which is very intimidating for a player from a heathland course. It was not of such a high standard but the club has neither the membership nor the money. Yet again the nap on the greens - ugh!

"The following morning I flew to Bulawayo and drove 400km to Victoria Falls, where I played in a small competition at the Ele-
phants Hills GC with Brian Evans, secretary of the Kent Golf Union. On the first tee I met course manager Doug McClymont. His biggest problem seems to be game running over the course and in particular families of wart hog, which are quite tame. They find a damp area and then start snuffling like pigs, looking for roots. The mess is enormous, though I saw no signs on the greens.

"The course was pleasant and not too long with quite a few water hazards. There is no shortage of water from the Zambezi, but the evaporation is very high during the day. The short rough is very tough with the ball nesting right down. No point in trying for distance. The long rough is jungle, so forget about it!"

"I found judging distance to the greens very difficult as the grey/brown flagsticks were very hard to see against the background."

"Another course I played during my visit was at the Bulawayo Country Club. The greens were excellent with only a little nap, but there is always a water shortage in this area, so the fairways and rough are rather thin. The course has been turned round since I last played there four years ago and now both 9s finish at the clubhouse, which makes it much easier for halfway drinks and food. A lot of alterations have been made to the course by the sort of ex-officio course planner who seemingly is answerable to no-one. However, he is prepared to put in the time and effort and is left to his own devices. He is attempting to make the course more difficult which does not suit the average member. Asked how often he changes the holes, he replied 'once a month'."

"The greens are good, though only hand-watered. We played a nine-hole stableford - some play on seven of the holes. This is the best course in town as it has the most members and hence most income. The fairways and rough are rather thin. The water hoses are connected to stand pipes around the greens and the fairway watering is by connected irrigation pipes with standing sprinklers."

"Another club we played in Bulawayo was owned by the railway until independence. Now it is owned by the members. It suffers from being extremely dry and with many harvester ants which take bits of the good grass into their nests. As a result, the fairways are very patchy. However, the greens are good, though only hand-watered. We played a five-ball in the middle of the competition and the prize was won by a professional! I managed to win £1 for best joint nett score on a nominated hole. I never did find out which hole!"

"The following day we played at Bulawayo Golf Club which celebrates its centenary in 1995. It has the most members and hence most income. The fairways were good, as were the greens with some nicely cut approaches. Another tree-lined course, if you missed the fairway there was very little chance of hitting the green in two shots."

ALGARVE
Antony Bindley, assistant greenkeeper Kirby Muxloe Golf Club, visited a new course in Portugal.

"I spent an awful lot of my time at Vilamoura raking an awful lot of sand. The course is three years old and the greens are a year younger. It was said to be an American designed course but I was beginning to doubt this until I reached the 8th tee and saw a large lake which required a carry of some 180 yards. This was again required at the 14th tee and, in total, water came into play on seven of the holes."

"The greens were in excellent condition and contained a lot of fescues and bent grasses although a certain amount of annual meadow grass had found its way in from the surrounding fairways where Poa was very prominent and was already showing its seed heads in early March. The greenkeepers there were in the process of hand-weeding the greens for Poa."

"Unfortunately I could not communicate with the greenkeepers as their English was
almost as bad as my Portuguese, so all the information I have is what I saw while walking around. The fairways were a bit sparse in places but not too bad for a course which appeared to be heavily played by tourists (we had to wait two hours for a tee time). The tees were all large and rectangular in shape with predominantly Poa species.

"A lot of construction was taking place on the course with an extra nine holes being built and a lot of large lakes being dug out. The machinery was very much the same as here with Triplex mowers, compact tractors, work trucks. The whole course was irrigated by Rainbird sprinklers - including the semi rough. There weren't many trees on the course, just a few palm trees and some bushes."

UNITED STATES
John Nudds, course manager Gerrards Cross GC, had a three-week holiday in America, first staying with old friends in a small Texas town one hour's drive from Houston, then visiting his wife's sister and her husband in Delaware. The day after he arrived, his nephew took him to play at Garrisons Lake Golf Club, a 6595-yard par 72.

"I met the professional, Jim Mathias, and told him I was a course manager or greens superintendent in England, at the same time flashing my BIGGA identification card. He said, 'John, your nephew has told me all about you, the course is yours for the next two weeks.' I was dumbfounded and didn't ask him what my nephew had told him!

The following Saturday John and his nephew played in a tournament in Maryland.

"We arrived at the golf club and started by having a monstrous breakfast then at 9.10 a shotgun start with 140 playing. Five and a half hours later we arrived back at the clubhouse - shattered. Wooden tables were all set up outside the clubhouse with paper tablecloths. Andrew went to the glove compartment of his car to fetch a leather glove and a screwdriver. They had this 24ft long barbecue, all round the tables were big bins of oysters and then I knew what the glove and screwdriver were for. Our team finished one point away from fifth prize.

"After playing round Garrisons Lake I now know why Americans call autumn 'the fall'. I have never seen so many leaves, enough for them to bring in a leaf rule that allows you to drop a ball as near to the spot that you think it finished. This is only in friendly matches.

"Jim, the pro, took me to Wilmington Golf Club, one of the best courses in Delaware, it was lovely - lots of water and quick greens. It was interesting to see that they had stopped buggies because of the wear and tear on the course. You had to have a caddy, my man was a big ex-pro footballer called Oscar. The yardage was marked 200 yards or 150 yards from the green on concrete blocks in the middle of the fairway or on the sprinkler heads - not a bad idea. Oscar continuously tried to get the black marks off the face of my clubs before realising it was not possible with them being a bit dated!

"I had a word with the greenkeepers at two of the golf clubs I visited. What surprised me was they kept talking about how fast our greens looked on TV in events such as the Open - this completely threw me because we think the same about them.

"All the American golfers I met in those three incredible weeks want to talk about the British golf courses such as St Andrews, Carnoustie and Wentworth, and those who hadn't visited the UK had this burning ambition to do so, particularly Jim the pro. He had certainly read up on our history of golf so that after I finished my golf round he would leave the shop to come and sup a beer or two and talk golf."
PUT ANDREWS BILLY GOAT ON YOUR WORKFORCE

Let’s face it, sweeping, raking and shovelling are dirty and menial jobs that nobody wants. Our 1994 range of vacuum sweepers, air brooms, truck-loaders and chippers bring your manual workers into the 21st century, encouraging the vital pride that comes from a good job well done. The relatively small investment is repaid handsomely in a cleaner, better-groomed environment and a happier, more effective workforce.

ASK FOR A DEMONSTRATION ON YOUR OWN GROUND — WITHOUT OBLIGATION. WRITE, TELEPHONE OR FAX.

Bob Andrews Ltd

1 Bilton Ind. Estate, Lovelace Rd, Bracknell, Berks RG12 8YT. Tel: 0344 862111 Fax: 0344 861345

TERMITE
Here’s a really useful and practical combination machine. Besides being the best small vacuum on the market, the Termite swiftly converts small branches to chips for mulching, up to 11" in. d.b.h. Folds for easy transport. 7cu.ft. Trash Bag. Termite enjoys competitive demonstrations!

TRUCKLOADER
The only painless way to load (or unload) large volumes of leaves or other light debris. Model illustrated attaches to any pick-up railboard without need for tools. 11h.p. B&S engine provides powerful suction through 8in. x 12ft hose. 16h.p. version with 10in. x 12ft hose available.

BLOWER
The quietest and most effective 5, 8 and 11h.p. air brooms available. Only Billy Goat blowers have the unique tangential impellers that move vast volumes of air, enabling bulk leaves and litter to be swept, under total and precise control.

V.Q. VACUUM SWEEPER
With or without stand-on sulky. Five forward gears plus reverse. Heavy-duty 8h.p. engine; 5in. x 11ft Wandel-Hose (option); 3in. dia. soft pneumatic Drive Wheels. The V.Q. has been designed to reduce noise and vibration to acceptable levels. The state-of-the-art sweeper for hard or grass surfaces. The one the rest have to beat — No contest!
STANDARD GOLF

WE RAISED THE STANDARD FOR GOLF

A first in the UK

The all-American TOURNAMENT flag pole

Direct from the USA, now with special adaptor to fit all UK hole cups

Price: £19.95 each plus VAT

The original and still regarded by many greenkeepers as the best:

The Pro II HAND EJECTOR HOLE CUTTER

Available with straight or scalloped shell

Still only £83.94 each plus VAT

For full details call Paula or Lisa now – 0734 788044

Ask for our full colour 1994 catalogue, price list and complete details of driving range equipment and mats

Standard Golf (UK) Limited,
The Maxwell Hart Building, 612 Reading Road, Winnersh,
Wokingham, Berkshire RG11 5HE.
Telephone: 0734 788044. Fax: 0734 785805

Boughton Loam Ltd.

For

TURF DRESSINGS
ROOT ZONE MIXES
SCREENED TOP SOILS
BUNKER SANDS
HORTICULTURAL COMPOSTS

Telford Way, Kettering,
Northants
Tel: 0536 510515

On Course with ACORN Equipment

UK & EUROPEAN DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY GOLF COURSE EQUIPMENT
VOTED 1994 DISTRIBUTOR OF THE YEAR
(North/West)
ON TOUR WITH
STANDARD GOLF, TACIT, BAYCO, PATTISSON, BETTER METHODS COURSE EQUIPMENT, TOOLS, ACC’S, IRRIGATION PARTS, SAFETY CLOTHING, GREENKEEPERS SUPP’S

Mobile equipment vans
Andrew: Tel: 0831 826468
Andy: Tel: 0378 162162
Alan: Tel: 0836 768147

Phone or Fax: 0925 75 7005

ACORN (UK) BIRCHBROOK ROAD, LYMM, CHESHIRE, ENGLAND WA13 9SA